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Abstract—The quality evaluation of transactional calculus
for semi-structured database system develops metrics for
data quality. A conceptual data model of higher quality
leads to a higher quality information system. Quality of a
data model may affect with effectiveness i.e. the quality of
results and the efficiency like time, effort etc. of
development of information system. Hence, boosting up
the data model quality is also prone to improve quality of
delivered system. An array of metrics for quality has
been proposed for the semi-structured data model with
proper blend of metrics framework suitable for
transactional calculus for data model of semi-structured.
This paper proposes a framework for quality evaluation of
transactional calculus for semi-structured database system
using TCSS X-Query. In the proposed quality evaluation,
the viewpoint has been described using a set of proposed
quality measurements. Each of these quality
measurements is linked with set of related metrics. The
framework comprised of direct and indirect metrics for the
purpose of quality evaluation. The framework facilities a
double-fold view point using a set of quality measurement.
In quality evaluation two viewpoint quality dimensions are
focused: like designer level viewpoint and user level
viewpoint. The proposed metrics set and measurements
have been validated empirically. The purpose of empirical
validation is to establish the metrics are practically useful
for the assessment of quality measurements and
operability factor.
Index
Terms—TCSS,
Semi-structured,
Metrics,
Empirical Validation, GQL-SS, Quality Evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Leading a crucial role of semi-structured database
system using by large number of data processing
application on web. In recent days the semi-structured data
has became prevalent with the growing demand of such
internet based software system. The formal structure of
data is not strictly conforming by semi-structured data.
Rather it posses irregular and partial organization.
Semi-structured data is data that is neither raw data, nor
Copyright © 2019 MECS

very strictly type as in conventional database systems.
Semi-structured data is also known as self-describing
structure as it contains tags or other markers to separate
semantic elements and enforce hierarchies of records and
fields within the data. It doesn’t conform other forms of
data tables or formal structured of data models associated
with relational database.
Only on a good conceptual model the designing of
efficient database of semi-structured may be done. A
good conceptual level data model of semi-structured
database must accompany with semantic enriched
detailed operational model for querying semi-structured
data. XML technology serves as de facto standard for
representing at the logical level semi-structured data and
X-Query techniques for querying such data. But still there
is no widely acceptable formal methodologies exist for
those techniques.
An algebra based query language called GQL-SS
(Graphical Query Language for Semi-Structured) has been
proposed for management of semi-structured database.
The proposal also supports efficient navigation over such
data represented as the logical level XML technology. The
proposed query algebra has been defined based on the
Graph Object Oriented Semi-Structured Data Model
(GOOSSDM) described in [2].
Traditional database system forces all data to adhere to
an explicitly specified, rigid schema and most of the
limitations of traditional database may be overcome by
semi-structured database. Neither semi-structured data is
very strict type like as conventional database systems nor a
raw data. Whereas a traditional transaction system
guarantee that either all modifications are done or none of
these i.e. the database must be atomic in nature. To
overcome traditional transactional problems, extending
the transactional processing system in semi-structured
database with consistency, availability, and partition
tolerance (CAP)[12] coordination, with basic availability,
soft state and eventually consistent (BASE)theorem with
new healthiness conditions, enriched with a standard
designing model. The motivation of the Transactional
Calculus for Semi-structured System proposes a
transactions framework based on mathematical expression
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(transactional calculus for graph semantic based
semi-structured data model (TCSS)) where a transaction is
treating as a compensable program mapping from its
environment and provides a transactional calculus of
refinement. It proposes to show that most of the
semi-structured transaction can be converted to a calculus
based model which is simply consisting of activities like
forward and a compensation module of CAP and BASE
theorem. It is important that the service still perform as
expected when some nodes crash or communication links
fail. Besides, the paper includes verification of several
useful properties of the proposed TCSS. Moreover, a
detailed comparative analysis has been providing towards
evaluation of the proposed TCSS.
A quality evaluation framework has been described
with a viewpoint for the semi-structured data model. A
higher quality information system will be lead by a higher
quality conceptual data model. The performance (quality
of results) and productiveness (time, cost, effort) of
information system development may be affected by the
quality of conceptual data model. Hence, enhancing the
level of conceptual data models is also likely to improve
quality of delivered systems, which is also true for the
transactional calculus for semi-structured database system.
The purpose of the quality evaluation are as follows-(1)
for whom and why it is undertaken (2) at a particular point
in time why the evaluation is being undertaken , (3) for
acquisition of skills and/or liability functions, how the
evaluation is to be used. For example the evaluation’s
overall purpose may be to: (1) continuation or
discontinuation of a project or program (2) introducing a
program /development procedure (3) skills for developing
of specified results. Specific goal of the evaluation is: what
the evaluation aims to find out that clarified by the specific
objectives of the evaluation. For example to: (1) in order to
bring attention for future design and implementation with
respect to a specific development intervention provide
finding, conclusion and recommendations.(2) assessing
the effectiveness, efficiency , relevance and sustainability
of a specific development intervention and ascertain
results like output, outcome ,impact etc. The scope of the
quality evaluation is: the development intervention being
evaluated (the evaluation object) is clearly defined,
including a description of the intervention logic or theory.
Discrepancies between the planned and actual
implementation of the development intervention are
identified. Here, in the proposed quality evaluation, the
viewpoint has been described using a set a proposed
quality measurements. Related metrics are associated with
each of the quality measurements. In quality evaluation,
two viewpoint quality dimensions are focused like
designer level viewpoint and user level viewpoint. The
designer level viewpoint metrics are transaction/query
throughput and query performance and user level
viewpoint metrics are effectiveness and analyzability. The
empirical validation process shows that, the several
proposed metrics are practically useful for the estimation
of feasible factor of conceptual level data and further there
exist significant correlations among the feasible factor and
measurements of proposed quality evaluation. Section II
Copyright © 2019 MECS
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introduces the related previous work. Section III describes
about the GOOSSDM. Section IV introduces the proposed
set of direct and indirect metrics. Section V represents the
implementation of proposed TCSS with implementation
of TCSS X-Query and experimental results. Section VI
introduces quality evaluation framework. Section VII
presents empirical validation of proposed metrics with
experimental settings and experimental steps. At last
section VIII concluded.

II. RELATED WORK
In previous work [27], it has been shown that most of
the transaction of semi-structured data can be converted to
a calculus based model which consists of a forward
activity and a compensation module of CAP [12] and
BASE [25] theorem. More precisely (i) described
GOOSSDM [2, 19, 20, 21] schema and GQL-SS [11]
data are associated to leaves as abstraction of the content
of leaves may contain data variables of the path
expression. They may also contain evaluation of the
empty path or length of n edges path and preserving of
labels or tags by using path expression. (ii) Developing of
three types of algorithms: Three types of algorithms use to
evaluate the path in GOOSSDM schema, one for searching
return node, second for searching the path from root of
GOOSSDM schema to the desired node and the third one
is for the searching and listing of the tail nodes. (iii) Define
the GQL-SS algebra for GOOSSDM model that operate
on semi-structured schema concept and / or several
constructs described in the model. The algebra consists of
a set of operators and few of them can be using with the
constructs like ESG, CSG separately. Lastly (iv) Define a
transactional calculus for GQL-SS Algebra consists of a
set of operators and proving the queries by using X-Query
in TCSS. In this case, since dealing with the combination
of CAP and BASE theorem, this proposal for expressing
and executing queries and real time applications shown by
using the calculus. Defining a topography language to plot
attributes of the data sources to the global schema and
bridge query language to write the calculus.

III. ILLUSTRATION OF GOOSSDM
Extending
the
object-oriented
paradigm
to
semi-structured data model, the GOOSDM introduced.
It’s specifying the irregular and heterogeneous structure,
hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations, n – array
relationships, cardinality and participation constraint of
instances with all details that are required for
semi-structured data model. The entire semi-structured
database to be viewing as a Graph (V, E) in layered
organization that is allowed by the proposed data model
(GOOSSDM).At the lowest layer, each vertex represents
an occurrence of an attribute or a data item.
Let consider an example of Project Management
System (PMS),[11], associated with Project. Project has
attributes like members, department and publications.
Several members are associated with project and each
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member can participated in any project. Department
contains member, and each individual members may have
or not have publication. The PMS is semi-structured is in

nature. The GOOSSDM schema for PMS has been shown
in figure 1. The sample data (data are taken anonymously)
is showing in Table I.

Table 1 Sample data set for PMS

Pname

PID

Topics

ABC
XYZ
DEF
XYZ
ABC

P1001
P1003
P1004
P1005
P1001

AAAA
CCCC
DDDD
QQQQ
BBBB

Pname

PID

Topics

PQR

P1006

YYYY

MID
M01
M03
M04
M06
M07

MID
M07

Project 1
Member
MName Maddress
Bipin
XX
Ashu
PP
Rashi
YY
Sashi
RR
Priya
CC
Project 2
Member
MName Maddress
Priya
CC

Department
DID DeptName
D01
CSE
D02
CA
D03
EE
D03
EE
D01
CSE

Publication
PuID Ptopics
P001
RRR
P003
SSS
P004
TTT
P005
VVV
P006
MMM

Department
DID DeptName
D02
CA

Publication
PuID Ptopics
P007
NNN

concepts of TCSS application domain using a well-defined
set of data model constructs. Direct metrics determine the
top level health of database by measuring its useful output.
Considering S is a schema for TCSS, the proposed direct
metrics may be categorized into four subtypes, are:




Fig.1. GOOSSDM Schema for PMS


IV. SET OF METRICS FOR PROPOSE TRANSACTIONAL
CALCULUS OF SEMI-STRUCTURED
In this section, a group of construct level metrics has
been proposed on schema of viewpoint of a
semi-structured data model. Helping the measurement
process, the mapping of the model should also be
supplemented with a model of the mapping domain. A
model specifies how the characteristics relate and how the
entities are related to the attributes.
For pertaining to performance there are two important
categories of metrics, direct metrics which are measured
without the involvement of other entity and indirect
metrics which are measured with the involvement of
others. Further a separate set of construct level metrics has
been proposed on unit, basis and analyzing point. Finally,
for validation a set of metrics has been proposed for the
data model of semi-structured database system.
A.
Direct Metrics of Transactional Calculus for
Semi-Structured Database System
The multidimensional schema is a representation of the
Copyright © 2019 MECS



Throughput [Th(S)]: Throughput represents the
amount of work which is done by the system per
unit of time. Also indicates an application can
handle how many no of transactions per second.
Success[S(S)]: Success rate is calculated by
dividing the total no of successful (approved)
transactions by the total no of attempted
transactions over a given time period. For examples,
if you ran 100 transactions or queries, and 93 of
them were successful, then transaction success rate
is 93.The number of successful queries means the
successfully executed works percentage.
Error [E(S)]: Error rate is calculated by dividing the
total no of unsuccessful (unapproved) transactions
by the total no of attempted transactions over a
given time period. The rate of errors per unit of
time usually expressed as the number of erroneous
results.
Performance [P(S)]: How efficiently a component
is doing its work that quantifies performance.
Latency is the most common performance metric,
which represents the time required to complete a
unit of work. “99% of request returned within 0.1S”,
that is expressed as an average or percentile of the
latency.

B.
Indirect Metrics of Transactional Calculus for
Semi-Structured Database System
Indirect metrics are the required components of the
database for successfully completion of the job or
specified task. Some low level resources of indirect
metrics are tangible components like memory, CPU, disks
and n/w interfaces .Higher level resources such as query
cache and database waits can be considered a resource and
therefore monitored. Considering S is a schema for TCSS,
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the set of proposed indirect metrics are



Utilization [U(S)]: How much database is involved
in that is the percentage of time, or the using
database volume in percentage.
Saturation [Sa(S)]: Determination of the amount of
the requested work that the database can’t yet
service, and waits in the queue.
Availability [A(S)]: The database responded to
request which is denoted as the percentage of the
time.

V. AN IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED TCSS
To introduce the syntaxes and semantics of TCSS, let us
starting with a simple example of transactional query by
using x-query. In this section, the expressiveness
capabilities of the proposed transactional calculus of
TCSS demonstrated by applying the calculus to suitable
example queries. As for example the demo1.xml (PMS
data in xml shown in Table 1) is given below:

1.

Find the project name and project id from the CSG
project1.
for $p1 in doc("demo1.xml")//project1
for $p2 in doc("demo1.xml")//project1
where $p1//topics != $p2//topics

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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2.

return<table ID="project">

</member>

<pname>{data($p1//pname)}</pname>

<member>

<pid>{data($p1//pid)}</pid>

<mname> BI PIN</mname>

</project>

</member>

</table>

<member>

<table ID=” project”>

<mname> RASHI </mname>

<pname> ABC XYZ DEF XYZ ABC

</member>

</pname>

<member>

<pid> P1001 P1003 P1004 P1005 P1001

<mname> SASHI </mname>

</pid>

</member>

</project>

<member>

</table>

<mname> PRIYA </mname>

Find the details of publication whose Member Id

</member>

MID=”M03” and Publication Id PID=”P003”.

6.

for $p in doc("demo1.xml")//member

Project1 and Project2

where $p//mid = "M03"

for $p1 in doc("demo1.xml")//project1

and $p//puid = "P003"

for $p2 in doc("demo1.xml")//project

return $p//publication

where $p1//topics != $p2//topics

<publication>

return<table ID="project">

<puid> P003 </puid>

<pname>{data($p1//pname)}</pname>

<ptopics> SSS</ptopics>

<pid>{data($p1//pid)}</pid>

</publication>
3.

<pname>{data($p2//pname)}</pname>

Find the details of member where MName=”Bipin”

<pid>{data($p2//pid)}</pid>

from project1 and also find the details of Member

</table>

where MName=”Priya” from Project2.

< table ID=”project”>

for $p1 in doc("demo.xml")/project/project1/member

<pname>ABC XYZ DEF XYZ ABC</pname>

for $p2 in doc("demo.xml")/project/project2/member

<pid> P1001 P1003 P1004 P1005 P1001</pid>

where $p1//mname = "BIPIN"

<pname> PQR</pname>

and $p2//mname = "PRIYA"

<pid> P1006</pid>

return<table ID= "project">
<member>
{$p1//(mid,mname,maddress)}
{$p2//(mid,mname,maddress)}
</member>

5.

Find the project name and project id from the CSG

</table>
7.

Find

the

of

publications

where

MName=”Bipin” from project1 and also find the
details of publication where MName=”Priya” from

</member>

Project2.

</project1>

for $p1 in

Find the name of the all members who have the

details

doc("demo1.xml")/project/project1/member

department id same

for $p2 in doc("demo1.xml")/project/project2/member

for $p1 in doc("demo1.xml")/project/project1/member

where $p1//mname = "BIPIN"

for $p2 in doc("demo1.xml")/project/project1/member

and $p2//mname = "PRIYA"

where $p1//did = $p2//did

return<table ID= "project">

and $p1//puid != $p2//puid

<publication>

return<member>
<mname>{data($p1//mname)}</mname>

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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semantic way. Measurement of effectiveness used the
concept of some conceptual data model which is sufficient
for exposed of some specified user requirement analysis in
the system.

{$p1//(puid,ptopics)}
{$p2//(puid,ptopics)}
</publication>
</table>

(2)

<table ID=”project”>
<publication>
<puid> P001</puid>

D.

<ptopics> RRR </ptopics>

The Analyzability is the measurement of the flexibility
of a user in a database model.

<puid> P007</puid>

Analyzability

<ptopics> NNN</ptopics>

VII. EMPIRICAL VALIDATIONS OF PROPOSED METRICS

</publication>
</table>

VI. FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATION OF QUALITY
The quality evaluation in multidimensional data model
of conceptual level is two-fold viewpoints. Set of criteria
are associate with each viewpoint, which are further
defined using proposed metrics. As stated earlier, the
performance (quality of results) and productiveness (time,
cost, effort) of information system development may be
affected by the grade of conceptual data model. In quality
evaluation, the two viewpoints are (1) Designer level
viewpoint and (2) User level viewpoint .The criteria like
transactional/query throughput and query performance are
identified by the viewpoint of designer level and the
criteria like effectiveness and analyzability are identified
by the viewpoint of user level.
A.

Transactional/Query Throughput (QthD)

Throughput measures the number of transactions
executed per second. Generally, the speed of a database in
a system measured by throughput. For execution of the full
set of five queries in different order, a number of query
users(S) are chosen, which described in section VII Case-I
and Case-II. The throughput metric is computed as the
total amount of works (Sx5), converted to hours from
seconds (3600 seconds per hour) and divided the total
elapsed time (TS)[Elapsed time is simply the amount of
time that passes from the beginning of an event to its end.]
required between the starting of first query and completion
of the last one query.
(1)
B.

Performance of the Query Execution (QEP)

Performance of query execution means the amount of
time for execution of a specified query retuning with an
appropriate resultant set i.e the time to make a successful
one round trip.
C.

Effectiveness (E)

A schema is said to be effectiveness
when it
represents user requirements in a natural way as well as
Copyright © 2019 MECS

This portion of the article is focused on the proposed
metrics and measurements empirical validation in order to
prove their practical utility. The set of proposed metrics
use the mechanism for guiding the grade of data models
from a practical point of view that is known as the
objective of empirical study. An experiment has been
setup for analyzing the group of metrics and the proposed
quality measurements like query throughput and query
execution performance. The process of empirical
validation also aims to recognize the metrics and
measurement from the proposed set.
A.

Experimental Settings

The desire definition of the experiment using TCSS
model can be encapsulated as:
In order to analyze the set of metrics for TCSS for the
purpose of evaluating if they are useful with respect of the
measurement of quality of a specified data model and
operability in the context of query.
Query:
To examine the scalability of proposed TCSS X-Query
implementation, trying to perform an experimental
evaluation using ORDER XML and PART XML database.
The size of ORDER xml is 5571 KB and the size of PART
xml is 1000KB respectively.
Cases:
According to the query and their types the database is
organized into five basic types of queries: Selection,
Retrieve, Union, Intersection and join; and the query
subsets are categorized into Q1 to Q5. Trying to perform
an experimental evaluation using ORDER XML database
(data are taken anonymously)(Case I). The size of ORDER
xml is 5571 KB(Case II).
Case I:
Trying to perform an experimental evaluation using
ORDER XML database (data are taken anonymously).
The size of ORDER xml is 5571 KB.
Q1: find the order status and order date from CSG order.
Q2: find the details of order where ORDERKEY=”2”
and order CUSTOMERKEY= “781”.
Q3: find the details of order priority and order comment
where O_ORDERKEY=”992” and “358”.
Q4: find the order STATUS which have the same
CUSTOMERKEY=”317” and ORDERKEY=”998”.
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Table 2. Metrics and Measurement Value of
Each Case(in Scheam level)

Q5: find the CUSTOMERKEY and ORDERSTATUS
of all orders where all the ORDERID are same.
Case II:
Trying to perform an experimental evaluation using
PART XML database (data are taken anonymously). The
size of PART xml is 1000KB.
Q1: find the parts name and parts Brand from CSG Part.
Q2: find the details of part where PARTKEY=”3” and
Part RETAILPRICE=”903”.
Q3:find the details of PART BRAND and PART
COMMENT where P_PARTKEY=”3” and “938”
Q4: find the part CONTAINER of all part which have
the
same
PARTKEY=”1960”
and
PARTBRAND=”BRAND#33”.
Q5: find the PART SIZE and PART TYPE of all parts
where all the P_BRAND = “BRAND#32”.

CASE I
Query
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
CASE II
Query
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5

QthD

QEP

E

10.1882
9.5377
9.9475
10.050
9.824

2073
2177
2093
2094.5
2139

0.098
0.1048
0.1005
0.0995
0.1018

QthD

QEP

E

15.3191
16.129
15.8765
15.852
6.375

800.5
806.5
736.5
781.5
736

0.0653
0.0620
0.0630
0.0631
0.0611

Table 3. Collected Operation Time in ms.((TCSS-X-query)
CASE
CASE I
CASE II

Comp.Time
Eva.Time
Comp.Time
Eva.Time

Q1
1469
2045
1442
841

Q2
1582
2089
1547
840

Hypotheses: the following hypotheses are used for the
experiments [28]:



Null hypothesis (H0): Into the set of metrics and
Quality Measurement as well as feasible factor of
data model have no significant relationship.
Alternate hypothesis (H1): Into the set of metrics
and Quality Measurements as well as feasible
factor of data model have significant relationship.

Q3
1544
2040
1591
738

Q4
1473
2082
1460
731

Q5
1509
2086
1487
760

AVG-TIME
1515.4
2068.4
1505.4
782

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
20.000a
16
.220
Likelihood Ratio
16.094
16
.446
N of Valid Cases
5
a. 25 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is .20.
Fig.2. Phase I Chi-Square Test Query Throughput* Query Name

B. Experimental Steps
In order to obtain the results of the experiment it is
categorized into 2 phases. In the first phase, it is checked
that there are no relationship among the group of schema
metrics. In the second phase, there are relationship into the
set of average compile time and the average operation time,
which has been evaluated to identify the group of metrics.
The feasible factor of the conceptual data model has been
significantly influenced by the group of metrics [28].
This is performed the independency test using
non-parametric chi-square test. In both type of analysis the
level of significance is set to α=0.10. Thus in both types of
analysis if ρ value (2tailed) <0.10 the null hypothesis H0
will be rejected.
Phase- I: There is no relationship between the set of
schema level metrics, which are tested using
non-parametric chi-square test. The result has been shown
in below(spss-22):

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
20.000a
16
.220
Likelihood Ratio
16.094
16
.446
N of Valid Cases
5
a. 25 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is .20.
Fig.3. Phase I Chi-Square Test QEP* Query Name
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
20.000a
16
.220
Likelihood Ratio
16.094
16
.446
N of Valid Cases
5
a. 25 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is .20.
Fig.4. Phase I Chi-Square Effectiveness * Query Name

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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The following Hypothesis is considered for the purpose.
H01: Non significant relationship among all attributes.
H11: Significant relationship among all attributes.
Reject H01, if p-value<0.10.
In Chi-Square Test all the obtained p-value are greater
than α value 0.10. Hence it is significant that there is no
significant relationship in all schema level metrics.
CASE I:

37

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
20.000a
16
.220
Likelihood Ratio
16.094
16
.446
N of Valid Cases
5
a. 25 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is .20.
Fig.8. Phase II Chi-Square Test Evaluation Time*Query Name

Analyzing the above table, all the p-value obtained in
Chi-Square Test is greater than α value 0.10 (its 0.22). it
can be concluded that there exist a strong relation among
compile time and evaluation time as the p-value>0.10, in
each case. Hence, the proposed measure has significant
influence on the Operability factor of conceptual level
multidimensional data model.
Fig.5. CASE I Hypothesis Test Summary

VIII. CONCLUSION

Phase-II: In this phase, there is a relation between
proposed set of compile time and evaluation time. The set
of average compile time and the average operation time,
which has been evaluated to identify the existence of any
significant influence of the group of metrics. The feasible
factor of the conceptual data model has been significantly
influenced by the group of metrics [26] .The result has
been shown in below:

In this article, a frame work of quality evaluation for
conceptual level multidimensional data model has been
discussed in general and for TCSS data model, in
particular. The framework comprised of Direct and
Indirect metrics. The set of proposed metrics use the
mechanism for guiding the grade of data models from a
practical point of view that is known as the objective of
empirical study. An experiment has been setup for
analyzing the group of metrics and the proposed quality
measurements like query throughput and query execution
performance. The process of empirical validation also
aims to recognize the metrics and measurement from the
proposed set. This article proposes a framework for
quality evaluation of transactional calculus for
semi-structured database system using TCSS X-Query
with two different cases of data with different size.
This article also has been focused on empirical
validation of the set of metrics and measurements to prove
their practical utility. The several proposed metrics and
operability factor of multidimensional conceptual data
model significant influence is shown by empirical
validation.
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